ABSTRACTIn this letter, we propose a novel design scheme for an optimal non-uniform planar array geometry in view of maximum side-lobe reduction. This is implemented by a thinned array using a genetic algorithm. We show that the proposed method can maintain a low side-lobe level without pattern distortion during beam steering.
while maintaining a low SLL without pattern distortion during beam steering. Our approach makes use of the thinned array theory combined with our proposed NUSLA technique, while under certain constraints. The proposed method can also be applied to any array antenna structure [6] . In the following section, a pattern synthesis method for the design of an optimal NUSPA is presented in detail.
II. Problem Formulation
In order to generate a two-dimensional (2-D) planar grid of non-uniform spacing, the optimized NUSLA, with an odd number N of elements obtained by [5] , is extended to a 2-D rectangular lattice. Its array pattern can be described as follows: 
III. Non-Uniform Planar Array Pattern Synthesis
In this section, the thinned array theory using a genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to a modification of the NUSPA
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Ji-Hoon Bae, Kyung-Tae Kim, Cheol-Sig Pyo, and Jong-Suk Chae structure of (1) . Consider a linear array pattern in (1) [5] , which is similar to the Fourier series expression for an arbitrary realvalued function. If we define an array frequency, , sin 2 θ π dx n w n ⋅ = the lowest array frequency can be associated with the center array element, and the higher order array frequencies with the outer array elements [7] . When an arbitrary real-valued function is composed of both slowly and rapidly varying functions, the higher frequencies may determine the higher variations of the function. Therefore, the SLL of the linear array may be more sensitive to the adjustment of components associated with the high order array frequencies. The concept of the array frequency of the linear array can be extended to a 2-D planar array problem. Cutting some elements off the corners can provide a greater reduction of the maximum SLL (MSLL) than the rectangular arrangement [2] . Therefore, we consider only the outer elements located in Region (A) and (B) belonging to the first quadrant, as shown in Fig. 1 , to construct an optimal array geometry.
First, some of the corner elements from the above NUSPA of (1) are eliminated until the largest reduction of the MSLL is achieved. The resulting NUSPA is used as an initial array geometry. In the result, the GA search boundary can be determined if the elements of the corners are initially turned off (black), as shown in Fig. 1 . Next, some elements in the outer regions of the initial NUSPA are optimally removed using the GA. In addition, we further assume that the outer elements of (B) also have the same arrangement as those of (A). The smart initial guess and the above constraint can provide a fast convergence to the optimal solution, minimizing computational complexity.
The resulting NUSPA pattern can be written as (2) 
The synthesis procedure for the NUSPA is summarized as follows:
Step 1: The optimized NUSLA is extended to a 2-D rectangular array, and some elements of the corner are eliminated to obtain an initial NUSPA.
Step 2: Generate an initial population for a mn A which represents a chromosome.
Step 3: Calculate the MSLL using (3).
Step 4: Rank the chromosomes from best to worst, according to their fitness values obtained by Step 3, and discard the bottom 50%.
Step 5: Create new offspring settings from the selected top 50% using the crossover operator.
Step 6: The best individual is excluded in the next process of mutation.
Step 7: Mutate the new offspring based on the probability of mutation.
Step 8: Repeat steps 2 to 7 until the fitness value C is less than a pre-defined threshold value. 
IV. Simulation Results
Suppose we have a 17×17 NUSPA extended by an optimized NUSLA. The optimized NUSLA is obtained from a 17-element linear array of isotropic elements with a 0.5 λ spacing [5] . The initial NUSPA can be generated by cutting a 3×3 corner-array, resulting in R=Q=5. The MSLL for the initial NUSPA is -18.9 dB.
In order to design an optimal NUSPA from the initial NUSPA, we set the population size to three times the length of the chromosome, the probability of a crossover to 0.8, and that of a mutation to 0.03. Figure 2(a) shows the optimized NUSPA structure, and the associated radiation pattern is given in Fig.  2(b) . Figure 2 From Fig. 2 , we observe that the resulting NUSPA geometry is very similar to a circular array shape and can accomplish a greater reduction of MSLL than the initial NUSPA structure. Finally, Table 1 shows the MSLL and 3 dB main-lobe beam width (MLB) of several planar arrays when the scanning range of -30°≤θ 0 ≤30° is considered. These planar array arrangements are explained as follows:
Case 1: Non-optimized NUSPA extended by a 17-element NUSLA (Fourier transform based formula [1] ). Case 2: Optimized NUSPA (thinned the array under the GA search region). Case 3: Optimized uniformly spaced planar array (USPA) (thinned the array under the GA search region). Case 4: Optimized NUSPA (thinned the array under the GA search region). Case 5: Optimized NUSPA (thinned the whole array without boundary conditions).
In case 3, to obtain the initial planar array, a 17-element, uniformly spaced, linear array (USLA) with a half-wavelength spacing, instead of the optimized NUSLA, was extended to a uniformly spaced planar array (USPA). Then, the initial USPA was generated by cutting a 3×3 corner-array. The initial NUSPA of case 4 was obtained by using the non-optimized 17-element NUSLA. This NUSLA was obtained by the Fourier transform based formula. In a manner different from former cases, we consider the whole region of the initial NUSPA in case 5 to find the optimal NUSPA structure. The initial NUSPA of case 5 is also obtained by expanding the optimized NUSLA, as in case 2, but without cutting the corner-array. As shown in Table 1 , the optimized NUSPA of case 2 can provide a lower SLL without pattern distortion than the other cases for the scanning range of -30°≤θ 0 ≤30°, at the expense of a slight Fig. 3 . Optimized NUSPA structure thinning for the whole region of the initial NUSPA.
y (λ)
x (λ) case 5 cost much more time to achieve than in case 2. However, as shown in Table 1 , the performance of case 2 in terms of side-lobe reduction is comparable to that of case 5. Figure 3 shows the optimized NUSPA structure of case 5. The resulting NUSPA geometry is also very similar to a circular array shape, such as in Fig. 2(a) . As expected, the outer array elements in Fig. 3 , rather than the inner array elements, may mostly contribute to the determination of the optimal NUSPA structure. From the above results, we observe that the optimized NUSPA can provide a low SLL without pattern distortion over wide scan ranges.
V. Conclusion
In this letter, a pattern synthesis method to obtain the optimal NUSPA geometry with a low SLL is presented. The results show that the optimized NUSPA using the proper boundary and initial conditions can sufficiently reduce the MSLL without pattern distortion, although the main beam direction is steered.
